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This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact,
and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work.This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain
missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

"...the Southern Living Ultimate Book of BBQ is another smash hit by Southern Living and a
must have barbecue and grilling cookbook for any serious barbecue bookshelf
collection."―GrillingwithRich.com"Christmas came early this year. The good people at
"Southern Living" have published a brand new book called "Ultimate Book of BBQ"... I need to
warn you that you may acquire an undeniable urge to eat bbq after thumbing through this book.
The illustrations speak thousands of silent words tempting your appetite. I do not like the phrase
"Food Porn" but, the images do titillate, seduce, entice and provide plenty of
temptation."―MadMeatGenuis.com"Who could be a more trustworthy source of barbecue
knowledge than the editors of Southern Living? That's pretty much a rhetorical question, and the
new Southern Living Ultimate Book of BBQ: The Complete Year-Round Guide to Grilling and
Smoking proves the point... Well illustrated and quite instructional, Southern Living Ultimate
Book of BBQ offers step-by-step techniques for making excellent barbecue at home."―Food
Republic --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the AuthorChris Prieto is a champion
pitmaster and owner of Prime Barbecue in Wendell, North Carolina. His journey into cooking and
the world of barbecue began when he was a child in Houston. Prieto's fond memories of Texas
barbecue and desire to search out the "soul" of real barbecue sent him on his own personal
quest to perfect slow smoked meats. Today, after many years of cooking on the professional
barbecue circuit, Prieto has finally achieved what he considers barbecue excellence. This is his
first book. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorChris Prieto is a champion
pitmaster and owner of Prime Barbecue in Wendell, North Carolina. His journey into cooking and
the world of barbecue began when he was a child in Houston. Prieto's fond memories of Texas
barbecue and desire to search out the "soul" of real barbecue sent him on his own personal



quest to perfect slow smoked meats. Today, after many years of cooking on the professional
barbecue circuit, Prieto has finally achieved what he considers barbecue excellence. This is his
first book. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Phillip J. Smith, “Cynic's Rules of Conduct review, Thumbs up. I particularly liked the section
about Dirogene. If you are a cynic, you will love this book. Overall, this is a very entertaining
book.”

The book by Margaret Jean Langstaff has a rating of 5 out of 2.5. 2 people have provided
feedback.
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